Abstract—The proposed work describes a new approach based on supply chain traceability by blockchain (BC). The basic BC network has been designed and applied for vegetables process monitoring and tracing. The paper proposes some results of an industry research project by describing the whole scenario, the architectures implementing BC, the sequence diagram principle, and the prototype network embedding blocks and transactions. The discussion is also addressed on the possibility to combine different technique such as artificial intelligence, and image processing to improve pre-cut vegetable quality. The paper proposed preliminary results proves that the adopted technologies and the methodologies found in the literature are suitable for the sanitation process certification and for quality traceability. The mentioned approaches are useful to apply the suggested frameworks for other supply chains.
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I. INTRODUCTION: APPLICATION FIELD AND RELATED WORKS

Industry 4.0 facilities and artificial intelligence play an important role in automated production [1]. Production processes can be digitally traced and certified by means of blockchain technology. By considering a specific case of study of vegetable production, the blockchain could certify important and delicate processes such as sanitization and pre-treatment. The sanitization of pre-cut vegetables requires a particular study about the substances to be used. In literature various substances have been analyzed for the treatment such as ozone, electrolyzed water, and hydrogen peroxide (H$_2$O$_2$) [2]. The procedure of combining multiple substances is therefore a possibility already addressed in the literature where the combination of ozone with hydrogen peroxide (H$_2$O$_2$/O$_3$) was studied for the elimination of THMs (trihalomethanes), believed to be the cause of tumors in animals [3]. The sanitization and processing studies must therefore make a significant contribution to the shelf life of the product [4], and must be oriented towards the optimization of the parameters. Of particular importance is in fact the condition in which the vegetables arrive at this sanitizing treatment process. In fact, considering the entire supply chain, the entire production process could be assessed including the pre-treatment operations resulting from the vegetable harvesting phase. In this context, several studies have been carried out concerning the possibility of eliminating fungi and phytophages in the pre- and post-harvest phase (pre-harvest post-harvest application) [6]-[11]. The traceability of the processes of the entire supply chain therefore plays an important role for product/process optimization. In this direction, the blockchain (BC) could be implemented as a tool capable of digitizing the information of the production chain. By definition, the blockchain (BC) [12]-[21] is a shared and unchangeable chain of data blocks, defined as a digital register whose entries are grouped into “pages” (called blocks), linked in chronological order, and whose integrity is guaranteed by the use of primitives cryptographic. Although its size is destined to grow over time, it is immutable, and its content is no longer editable or eliminable, unless it invalidates the entire structure. The blocks structure [12]-[14] in specific protocols taking into account data transactions such as request, verification and validation. The BC structure becomes more complex for information updating in the entire supply chain of the production of pre-cut vegetables. The data packaging methods become more complex considering that the blocks whose data must be encrypted so that they are not "attacked" from the outside (encryption process). BC has been applied in the literature for the traceability of products, as demonstrated in [15], where there has been a positive response about the traceability of wine considering the entire product supply chain. Also, safe traceability and logistics are important to map by BC [17]-[21]. A scientific upgrade of the BC can be achieved by "interconnecting" it with artificial intelligence (AI)
engines [22]-[27]. In [28]-[30] there are applications of blockchain in the food sector thus confirming that the issue is of scientific interest.

Based on these premises, the work hereby presented is structured as follows:

(i) Description of the whole scenario within has been developed the paper by indicating the main specifications;
(ii) Design of the blockchain infrastructure and the sequence logic of the data transactions;
(iii) Testing of the first created nodes of the blockchain by means of suitable tools;
(iv) Discussion about technologies found in literature testing image processing technique able to detect vegetables defect;
(v) Illustration of the experimental field
(vi) Discussion and conclusions about possible improvements adopting AI and other methodologies found in the state of the art.

II. PRELIMINARY PROJECT SCENARIO

Following the state of the art has been formulated the architecture of Fig 1 representing the scenario of the project research. The architecture represents a digital information system linked to the optimization and quality production processes of pre-cut vegetables. In particular, all supply chain processes will be optimized by planning experimental development activities. The design of effective production systems is optimized by BC and artificial intelligence, as quality certification tool and decision support system (DSS) for the optimization of production processes, respectively. The research project will concern the development of the following project modules:

- **Sanitization/Processing Module.** The module will concern the innovation of the sanitization and processing of pre-cut vegetables ready for consumption. This module includes procedures and protocols for vegetables treatment following the integration and the combination of technologies/ methodologies concerning different liquid and gaseous substances. The module therefore includes the study of:
  i) basic research related to the interaction of different liquid and/or gaseous substances used for the treatment of vegetables;
  ii) the study of treatment adopting operating conditions (temperature, pressure, etc.) useful for the design of a pilot treatment machine;

iii) the design and development of experimental setup useful for the scientific validation of the acquired methods, focusing the attention on the sanitization in pre-treatment processes.

- **Module of pre-treatment and post-harvest process of vegetables.** This module includes the studies of methods adopting inert substances and surfactants, by distinguishing the procedures to be applied for organic and integrated cultivation. The goal will therefore be to avoid contamination by fungi and phytophagous. Of particular interest will also be the study of substances that act directly on the characteristics of the water.

- **Blockchain (BC) module.** The production phases will be "recorded" in the blocks of the blockchain which will guarantee the traceability and effectiveness of the pre-treatments and treatments of the analyzed methodologies. The block infrastructure will contain information of the whole supply chain.

- **Artificial Intelligence (AI) Module.** Artificial intelligence algorithms can be used to optimize all production phases [31]-[34]. The algorithms constitute the DSS for product optimization. The AI engine will process the data contained in the individual blocks of the supply chain and will also carry out time forecasting analysis in order to optimize the product quality by identifying possible critical issues in the production process (processing inefficiencies, delays in transport, risk of persistent contamination, etc.). In Fig. 1 is indicated a general functional scheme of the research project architecture.
The attention of this work is addressed mainly on the BC module tracing the following stages:

- information about vegetable origin (field geolocalization, climate, product management, etc.);
- data of the applied pre-treatment (applied methodologies, quality check, etc.);
- process innovation (quality improvements due to the production process innovation);
- quality information about process optimization improving quality.

In particular, The AI algorithms will be applied in order to improve the pre-cut vegetables quality supporting the optimization of the sanitation process: the AI algorithm are able to process multiple attributes finding the sanitation features and classifying the best production processes to apply. On the other side, the BC will certify the best processed product.

III. BLOCKCHAIN ARCHITECTURE AND IMPLEMENTATION

The BC network illustrated in Fig. 1 has "exploded" in the architecture of Fig. 2 indicating how all the nodes of the network (node1, node2, ...) have their own local copy of the blockchain, which is composed of a sequence of blocks containing all the information relating to the stored transactions (transaction1, transaction2, ...).

![Fig. 2 Block diagram of node interconnection and data packaging.](image)

The single block has been implemented by the following structure (JSON dictionary):

```json
block = {
    'index': integer,
    'timestamp': integer,
}
```

![Fig. 3 System architecture integrating IoT devices, Mobile APP, ERP, and AI with the blockchain network.](image)

Below is reported an example of transaction formulation by representing some generic declared field used for the testing of the basic implemented blockchain network (JSON dictionary):

```json
transaction = {
    'uin': integer
    (unique identification number of the actor involved in the event to be stored in a transaction)
    'uin_device': integer
    (unique identification number of the device generating the transaction)
    'data': json data
    (data generated in the phase stored in the transaction)
    'timestamp': integer
}
```

![Graph](image)
A block is therefore characterized by a numerical index which reports its position within the chain of blocks, the timestamp relating to the moment in which it was created, the transactions, the "proof" of Proof of Work (PoW), the block hash that precedes the current and the unique identifier of the node that creates the block. PoW protocol is an inexpensive measure to discourage denial of service attacks and other abuse of service. A key feature of these schemes is their asymmetry: the job must be moderately complex but feasible on the requesting side and easy for the service provider to control. With block information it is possible to check:

• the correct sequence of information blocks by timestamp information and index number;
• the authenticity and immutability of the information contained, thanks to the hashing of the previous block present in each block since by corrupting an intermediate block, all subsequent blocks would have an incorrect hash;
• stability in the construction of the blockchain through PoW.

Other consensus algorithms can be used, such as PoS (Proof of Stake) or PoC (Proof of Capacity) as well as hybrid solutions; a PoW algorithm with a low difficulty has been implemented in the prototype under analysis, in order to maintain a high degree of reliability and, at the same time, not be excessively time and power consuming. The implementation of the PoW algorithm provides 128-bit hashing of the concatenation of:

• the last PoW;
• the current PoW;
• the last block hash;

This hashing is performed until the last 8 characters of the obtained string are all equal to zero.

It is also possible to introduce further information within each block simply by expanding its dictionary to allow the insertion of further key / value pairs, such as the GPS position where the block is created.
The following diagram shows the class diagram relating to the Blockchain class:

```
Blockchain

+ new_transactions: list
+ chain: list
+ nodes: set
+ property: get_last_block: string

+ __init__ ()
+ add_node(address: string)
+ chain_validation(chain: list): boolean
+ consensus(): boolean
+ add_block(proof: string, previous_hash: string): string
+ add_transaction(um: integer, um_device: integer, data: string, timestamp: integer): string
+ get_last_block(): string
+ get_last_blockform_index: integer = 0): list
+ hash(string): string
+ proof_of_work(proof: string): integer
+ proof_of_work_validation(actual_proof: list): proof: last_hash: boolean
```

**Fig. 6** Blockchain class diagram.

**IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS**

The work proposes a case of study implementing Blockchain network to certify and trace the production activities of the supply chain. A particular attention is focused on the concept of the blockchain network creation by discussing the basic procedures to implement structured blocks containing transaction information. The paper introduces elements useful to practically develop a blockchain network improving production quality. The results are developed within the framework of a research project regarding the improvement and the traceability of vegetable supply chain. The frameworks discussed in the paper can be implemented in other industrial scenarios involving Industry 4.0 facilities and artificial intelligence improving supply chain [36],[37]. In food factory the blockchain could guarantee the product quality by integrating traceability information and quality test results. Concerning food quality processes BC can be also a tool suitable to map product defects within a defined tolerance: product defects detection can be supported by image vision techniques [33],[36],[38]. In Fig. 7 is illustrated an example of image segmentation extracting defect surfaces of a sample used for the experimentation. The image vision approaches could be applied on the detection of vegetables defects adding information in BC blocks for example about the defect percentage detected.

**Fig. 7** Vegetable burn defect and image processing.
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- processing production inefficiencies: the LSTM/ANNs networks could predict sanitation inefficiencies by processing and crossing data of the experimental test of cultivation (in Fig. 7 is shown the experimental field used to acquire and to collect data for the pre-processing of vegetables); the BC will include data and information about sanitation test by adopting different no-chemical pre-treatment solutions;
- delays in transport: the algorithms predict production according to metrological sales prediction [41],[42];
- risk of persistent contamination: the neural network could predict the contamination evolution by indicating the risk using different approaches for sanitation;
- field condition prediction: precision agriculture and data mining [43],[44] could facilitate the data processing by analyzing other factors that could influence product sanitation such as hydric stress, temperature, humidity and evapotranspiration [45].

Fig. 8 Testing field layout: the total plants are 16800 grouped into sectors T with the same plant typology and treatment (T1, T2, T3 and T4). The parameters to be measured are: number of healthy plants, number of plants infected with Fusarium spp., number of plants infected with Sclerotinia spp. and number of plants infected with Botrytis Cinerea, with reliefs conducted in pre-harvest and post-harvest. Inset: “Pan di Zucchero” plants.

The production process traceability by BC could activate automatic smart contracts thus accelerating marketing and commercial processes. The BC implementation concerning all the supply chain phases of the industry project is under investigation. The AI algorithms will be applied in order to address the research about sanitation in the best way improving pre-cut vegetables quality. The BC will certify the best processed product.
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